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 Jesus Jones - Live at the Marquee 

Music Video Distributors 
Buy now from Amazon.ca! | Rent now from Canflix.com! 

Synopsis: 

The DVD was filmed & recorded at The Marquee Club in London, England on November 8, 2002. 
It features a 25-song performance in 5.1 Surround Sound including their hit "Right Here, Right 
Now", and extensive interviews with the band. Jesus Jones' mix of samples, pop, dance tracks, 
and techno combined with a strong melody and hook and a flair for making the dance club 
overtones mesh with the rock guitar showed that sample-driven dance club music could 
comfortably fit into pop music. 

While Jesus Jones did manage to crack into North American eardrums back in the early 90s ("Right Here, 
Right Now" and "The Devil You Know" being the stand-out singles), they never developed much of a 
fanbase and disappeared with the rise of grunge. However, there are ears outside of North America and 
their fans back home across the pond are obviously quite fond of these British lads - witness the packed 
crowd for this 90 minute set filmed back in 2002. 

Lively, energetic, boistrous and fun, Jesus Jones deliver the good in this performance and prove they can indeed still kick out the jams. 

Video: How's it look? 
Shot on digital video back in 2002, the picture quality is quite good, with solid lighting and clear picture throughout. 

Audio: How's it sound? 
Dolby 5.1 mix provides the full concert experience, with immersive crowd noise and booming dance rock beats. 

Extras: What all's on the DVD? 

●     interviews & conversations with the band 

Closing Thoughts 
Energetic performance + comprehensive discussions with the band = great DVD for fans of this classic Brit dance/rock bandVoivod's unique and 
influential sound 
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